
12

From the beginning no I have not been 

that which comes forth of itself

chalice

the skull

waiting for rain;

the back vertebrae

filled with

sand

Between the beams what?

sheaves of reeds;

teeth don’t prevent

regurgitation

.

ka-li,  skull

ka- (b)a, column

(pronounce wa)

ka, 1, the beginning
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13

kér,  upright  

ka  vowel «o»,  ko

kowa,  leather

Rearing up (the horses)

Leveled (the sheep)

Hump-backed (the yaks)

leading all three. Rather

for all three body

word and spirit

to acquire

discipline

a yak

offspring of a father yak

and of a mother of father yak

and mother cow

needs no covering

hybrids

have a tough skin
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14

VOICELESS PLOSIVES:

bilabial       dental

non-

aspirates         p               t

non-

aspirates                           ts

tchang ki,  wolf

tchang ki la ki

cerebral       palatal       velar

t r                ky k

AFFRICATES

alveopalatal

tch

The wolves howl, 

leave spelling to the shepherds
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wolf

the thief

.                        (s)kyag’

kyag’-kam

skabs,

(pronounced cap)

15

Praise to thieves and

long live the wolf!

he’s inside the house _____

the key turned on the outside

shit

Dried shit

that the river washes along, but

never the central government’s

dinghy!

times,

sometimes the river too high, and

sometimes the bank too high, it

does happen
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16

(s)kyi (d), happiness

kyi kyang,

so cheerful

kyang, and/or, but,

even

conjunctive particle,

disjunctive particle,

homonym

Happiness

So cheerful

to be a Lama!: a Gem...

Sorrow, because of one’s

past life

and augmentative:

even without dowry

one is a monk in a monastery

even wan

the cherished child of one’s

father and mother

the less property

the more one will be monk

the less doubt 

the more cherished

the child
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